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Terms and Conditions
These terms and conditions cover all offers of YogAmé, Amélie Zoll, as well as all agreements
between YogAmé, Amélie Zoll and their participants. The terms and conditions have to be
agreed and acknowledged upon registration via the official website of the yoga-studio YogAmé.
They are therefore part of all written and spoken agreements.
1. Registration and Prices
Registration must be made in writing and is thereby binding. It should be made online via the
website. In exceptional cases the registration form can also be sent via e-mail. The prices are
published on the website. YogAmé, Amélie Zoll, reserves the right to change and adjust the
current prices and programs. Already purchased subscription cards keep their validity until they
expire.
2. Contracts
The particular course fee has to be paid prior to the beginning of the yoga class. All subcription
cards are personal and are not transferable. Subscription unit cards which have not fully been
used lapse after the expiration date. Raising a claim for a refund is not possible. Contracts
cannot be terminated once the course has started.
3. Participation
According to the offer, the contract entitles to participation. Excluded from this are public
holidays and school holidays in Northrhein Westfalia. During holiday season there will be four
weeks per year, when no yoga classes take place.
After talking to the yoga teacher, participants of a yoga class can catch up on the missed
classes, as long as the maximum number of participants won’t be exceeded. In case yoga
classes are not taken, YogAmé, Amélie Zoll, does not reimburse the course fees. The same
applies to illness, holidays or the temporary professional absence, etc. Exceptions will be made
in case of long term absence or servere illness and pregnancy.
4. Participation Capacity
Participation at a yoga class happens in the sole responsibility of the participant. Upon
registration the participant has to fill out a registration form and therein has to inform the yoga
teacher prior to the beginning of a yoga class about any health issues. The instructions of the
yoga teacher are to be understood as suggestions/stimuli and offers. It’s up to the participant’s
free will and it is her/his own responsibility to follow them only as far as she/he can take
responsibility for it. This also applies to possible practical support. In case the participant does
not wish to receive it, she/he has to inform the yoga teacher accordingly. YogAmé, Amélie Zoll,
has no personal liability for any health damage of the participant.

5. Cancellation of Yoga Classes
In case the yoga teacher of YogAmé cannot teach the class due to illness or a professional
training, YogAmé, Amélie Zoll, will try to find a substitute teacher to cover the particular yoga
class. In case this won’t be possible, it can happen that a yoga class has to be cancelled. A
reduction of the yoga class fee is not possible. Missed yoga classes which are due to the
absence of the yoga teacher can be caught up after their return.
6. Liability
YogAmé cannot be held liable for damages and injuries, which occured due to the own fault of
the particpant. YogAmé, Amélie Zoll, is not liable for any loss of clothing, valuables, money or
other objects which have been taken to the yoga-studio.
7. Data Security
Acknowledge the data protection statement on the website of YogAmé: www.YogAme.eu.

